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1. Introduction
In Multi-Goal Reinforcement Learning, an agent learns to achieve multiple goals with a goal-conditioned
policy. During learning, the agent first collects the trajectories into a replay buffer, and later these trajectories
are selected randomly for replay. However, the achieved goals in the replay buffer are often biased towards
the behavior policies. From a Bayesian perspective, when there is no prior knowledge about the target goal
distribution, the agent should learn uniformly from diverse achieved goals. Therefore, we first propose a novel
multi-goal RL objective based on weighted entropy. This objective encourages the agent to maximize the
expected return, as well as to achieve more diverse goals. Secondly, we developed a maximum entropy-based
prioritization framework to optimize the proposed objective. For evaluation of this framework, we combine
it with Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient, both with or without Hindsight Experience Replay. On a set of
multi-goal robotic tasks of OpenAI Gym, we compare our method with other baselines and show promising
improvements in both performance and sample-efficiency.

2. Environments
The environment we used throughout our experiments is the robotic simulations provided by OpenAI Gym.

States: The states consist of positions, orientations, velocities of all robot joints and of an object.
Goals: The real goals are desired positions and orientations of the object.
Rewards: In all environments, we consider sparse rewards. If the object is not in the tolerant range of the
real goal, the agent receives a reward signal -1 for each transition; otherwise, the reward signal is 0.

3. Method
Weighted Entropy (Guiascu 1971): Hw

p = −
∑K

k=1 wkpk log pk, where wk is weight; pk is probability.
Maximum Entropy-Regularized Multi-Goal RL: We propose the reward-weighted entropy objective:

ηH(θ) = Hw
p (T g) = Ep

[
log 1

p(τ g)

T∑
t=1

r(St, G
e) | θ

]
. (1)

For simplicity, we use p(τ g) to represent the occurrence probability of the goal-state trajectory τ g. The
proposed objective is the weighted entropy of τ g, which we denote as Hw

p (T g), where the weight w is the
accumulated reward

∑T
t=1 r(st, g

e). However, the weight, log (1/p(τ g)), is unbounded, which makes the
training of the universal function approximator unstable. Therefore, we propose a safe surrogate objective.
Surrogate Objective: The surrogate ηL(θ) is a lower bound of the objective function ηH(θ):

ηL(θ) = Z · Eq

[
T∑

t=1
r(St, G

e) | θ
]
, where q(τ g) = 1

Z
p(τ g) (1− p(τ g)) . (2)

Prioritized Sampling: To optimize this surrogate objective, we cast the optimization process into a
prioritized sampling framework. At each iteration, we first construct the proposal distribution q(τ g), which
has a higher entropy than p(τ g) (proof see Appendix). This ensures that the agent learns from a more
diverse goal-state distribution.

4. Maximum Entropy-based Prioritization (MEP)
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Algorithm 1 Maximum Entropy-based Prioritization (MEP)
while not converged do

Sample goal ge ∼ p(ge) and initial state s0 ∼ p(s0)
for steps_per_epoch do

for steps_per_episode do
Sample action at ∼ p(at | st, ge, θ) from behavior policy.
Step environment: st+1 ∼ p(st+1 | st, at).
Update replay buffer R.
Construct prioritized sampling distribution:
q(τ g) ∝ (1− p(τ g | φ))p(τ g) with higher Hq(T g).
Sample trajectories τ ∼ q(τ g | φ)
Update policy (θ) to max. Eq [r(S, G)] via DDPG, HER.

Update density model (φ).

MEP Algorithm:We update the density model to construct a higher entropy distribution of achieved goals
and update the agent with the more diversified training distribution. (link: github.com/ruizhaogit/mep)

5. Experimental Results
Mean success rate (%) and training time (hour) for all six environments

Push Pick & Place Slide
Method success time success time success time
DDPG 99.90% 5.52h 39.34% 5.61h 75.67% 5.47h
DDPG+PER 99.94% 30.66h 67.19% 25.73h 66.33% 25.85h
DDPG+MEP 99.96% 6.76h 76.02% 6.92h 76.77% 6.66h

Egg Block Pen
Method success time success time success time
DDPG+HER 76.19% 7.33h 20.32% 8.47h 27.28% 7.55h
DDPG+HER+PER 75.46% 79.86h 18.95% 80.72h 27.74% 81.17h
DDPG+HER+MEP 81.30% 17.00h 25.00% 19.88h 31.88% 25.36h

Entropy values of the achieved goal distribution Hp(T g) during training
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Conclusion: Our method improves performance by 9% and sample-efficiency by a factor of two.


